Network clustering detects 24 separate groups of sequences in this map.
In the following, the clustering method is described using a simplified CLANS map (containing 10 sequences). The similarity values on which the map is based are, for simplicity's sake, either '0.9' (90% identity), '0.7' (70% identity) or '0' (below cutoff).
Map data:
Name1 Name2 Similarity S0 S1 0.9 S0 S4 0.7 S0 S5 0.7 S1 S0 0.9 S1 S4 0.7 S1 S5 0 
2-D CLANS-map =Node/Neuron
The subsequent clustering procedure consists of three steps, which are iteratively repeated until no further changes in cluster assignment of the nodes occurs.
Iteration 1 Step1 Emission:
Each node sends (emits) its current cluster assignment to every other node. This signal is weighted according to the weight of the connection between node-pair. Node0 would, for example, send a cluster-A assignment to Node1 with a weight of 0.9 and to Node4 and Node5 with a weight of 0.7 each.
Step2 Re-assignment:(IV) Each node then adopts, i.e. is re-assigned, the cluster-assignment it received that had the highest weight. For example, the assignments received by Node0 consisted of: cluster-B with a weight of 0.9 (from Node1), cluster-E with a weight of 0.7 (from Node4), and cluster-F with a weight of 0.7 (from Node5). Node0 therefore adopts cluster-B as its new cluster-assignment. In cases where multiple incoming assignments have identical weights, see nodes 4-7, the cluster-identifier with the lowest value (cluster-'A' is lower than cluster-'B', 'B' lower than 'C', etc.) is given preference. In this case, Node4 adopts a cluster-F assignment and nodes 5-7 each adopt a cluster-E assignment.
Step3 Post-processing:(V)
In the previous step, many nodes swapped cluster-assignments. To avoid endless swapping back and forth, the post-processing step examines whether two nodes exchanged their assignments (i.e. they provided each-others highest-weight clusterassignments) and, if so, both of them are assigned to the cluster with the lower-value identifier. Here: Node0 (formerly cluster-A, now cluster-B) and Node1 (formerly cluster-B, now cluster-A) are both assigned to cluster-A ('A' is lower than 'B'), Node2 (formerly C, now D) and Node3 (formerly D, now C) are both assigned to cluster-C, ('C'<'D') Node4 (formerly E, now F) and Node5 (formerly F, now E) both to cluster-E ('E'<'F') and Node8 (formerly I, now J) and Node9 (formerly J, now I) both to cluster-I ('I'<'J').
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A A C C E E E E I I As some of the nodes changed cluster assignments, a further iteration is performed. Iteration 2 VI) The cluster-assignments for nodes 0-9 at the beginning of the second iteration. Assignments received by Node1 are shown. Node0 sends a cluster-A assignment with a weight of 0.9 while nodes 4 and 5 both send cluster-E assignments each with a weight of 0.7 (2x 0.7=1.4). The cluster-E assignment weight is larger that the weight for cluster-A (1.4 > 0.9) and this causes Node1 to now adopt a cluster-E assignment (the identical scenario applies for Node0).
VII) The resulting post-emission cluster assignments: Node0 and Node1 have adopted cluster-E assignments, the assignments of the other nodes remain unchanged.
No post-processing (see iteration I, point 'V') is required as nodes 4 and 5 did not swap cluster-assignments with nodes 0 and 1.
As some of the nodes changed cluster assignments, a further iteration is performed.
VIII) The ten nodes are assigned to three separate clusters: Nodes: 0,1,4,5,6,7 to cluster-E. Nodes:
2,3 to cluster-C. Nodes:
8,9 to cluster-I. Overview of all steps:
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